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ABSTRACT
We present the confirmation and characterization of three hot Jupiters, TOI-1181b, TOI-1516b, and TOI-2046b, discovered by
the TESS space mission. The reported hot Jupiters have orbital periods between 1.4 and 2.05 days. The masses of the three
planets are 1.18 ± 0.14 MJ, 3.16 ± 0.12 MJ, and 2.30 ±0.28 MJ, for TOI-1181b, TOI-1516b, and TOI-2046b, respectively.
The stellar host of TOI-1181b is a F9IV star, whereas TOI-1516b and TOI-2046b orbit F main sequence host stars. The ages
of the first two systems are in the range of 2-5 Gyrs. However, TOI-2046 is among the few youngest known planetary systems
hosting a hot Jupiter, with an age estimate of 100-400 Myrs. The main instruments used for the radial velocity follow-up of
these three planets are located at Ondřejov, Tautenburg and McDonald Observatory, and all three are mounted on 2-3 meter
aperture telescopes, demonstrating that mid-aperture telescope networks can play a substantial role in the follow-up of gas giants
discovered by TESS and in the future by PLATO.
Key words: techniques: spectroscopic – techniques: radial velocities – planets and satellites: detection – stars: individual:
TOI-1181, TOI-1516, TOI-2046

1 INTRODUCTION

Hot Jupiters are planets with a mass and radius similar to Jupiter
while orbiting their host star in less than about 10 days. Due to
their short proximity to their stellar host, hot Jupiters belong to an
extremely puzzling group of planets from the evolutionary point of
view. Already the first hot Jupiter ever discovered, 51 Peg b, raised
the question of the formation and evolution of such systems (Mayor
& Queloz 1995). Immediately, some classical theories of gas planet
formation were challenged (Pollack et al. 1996).

In spite of over 25 years of studies of hot Jupiters, there are at least
two very good reasons to continue such work:

1) insights into planet formation
2) atmospheric characterization

Although hot Jupiters were the first exoplanets to be discovered, this
is an observational bias due to their short orbital periods and large
sizes. Exoplanet surveys later showed that the occurrence rate of hot
Jupiters is about 0.43% (Masuda &Winn 2017) – less than the 5.2%
fraction of Jupiter-sized planets on longer orbits and significantly
lower than the occurrence rates of smaller planets (Fressin et al.
2013). However, the occurrence rate of giant planets differs also
based on the metallicity of the host star, with metal-rich stars being
more likely to host a giant planet (Wang et al. 2015).

It is still not clear whether hot Jupiters formed in-situ (Batygin et al.
2016) or if they formed far away from their host star and migrated
inwards (Heller 2019). Furthermore, systems with several Jupiter-
sized planets such as HR 8799 are most likely very rare (Wright
et al. 2009; Marois et al. 2008). This particular system, HR 8799, is
also an example of a young exoplanetary system of an age of a few
hundreds of millions of years (Song et al. 2001). Only a handful of
such young systems are known. The youngest fully characterized gas
giant in terms of mass and radius is the recently discovered TESS
planet, HIP 67522 b, of about one Jupiter mass with an age of 17± 2
Myrs (Rizzuto et al. 2020). Young hot Jupiters are important objects
for understanding the evolution of exoplanetary systems as well as
the formation history of systems with smaller planets (Weiss et al.
2017; Huang et al. 2020c).

Hot Jupiters are also interesting targets for investigating exo-

★ E-mail: petr.kabath@asu.cas.cz

atmospheres, as the atmospheric signatures of large gas planets can
be detected even with mid-sized aperture telescopes from the ground
(Wyttenbach et al. 2015; Žák et al. 2019). In some cases, the atmo-
spheres of hot Jupiters might be extended and extremely hot (Yan
et al. 2021; Cauley et al. 2021). Nevertheless, atmospheric processes
in hot Jupiters are now being understood at a rapid pace and new
models are calculated to understand the composition of atmospheres
of giant planets (Gao et al. 2020).

Finally, one should also mention here the aspect of telescope time
optimization during the ground-based follow-up of exoplanetary can-
didates. Hot Jupiters are indeed ideal targets for mid-aperture tele-
scopes equipped with precise spectrographs. Such instruments are
capable of performing the necessary confirmation and in some cases,
even allow their characterization. Mid-aperture class telescopes are
ideal instruments to exclude false positives for transit detections.
The typical global rate of false positives in the Kepler sample is
about 6 − 7%, up to 17% for giant planets only (Fressin et al. 2013).
The TESSmission global false positives rate is about 25% (Guerrero
et al. 2021). Therefore, the confirmation of transit candidates requires
many hours of telescope time.

In this paper, we report the confirmation of the TESS discovery
of three gas giant planets on short orbits. Planetary candidates TOI-
1516b, TOI-1181b and TOI-2046b were confirmed via a coordinated
radial-velocity (RV) follow-up monitoring at the Ondřejov 2m Perek
telescope (Kabáth et al. 2020), at the Alfred Jensch 2m telescope in
Tautenburg (Hatzes et al. 2003), and at the 2.7m telescope at Mc-
Donald Observatory (Tull et al. 1995), as part of a joint KESPRINT
effort.

The KESPRINT1 consortium has been a major contributor for the
characterization of gas planets (Smith et al. 2019; Johnson et al.
2018; Barragán et al. 2018; Hjorth et al. 2019; Eigmüller et al. 2017;
Smith et al. 2017; Grziwa et al. 2016; Johnson et al. 2016) found
by the K2 mission (Howell et al. 2014), and currently also for small
planets (Gandolfi et al. 2019; Esposito et al. 2019; Luque et al. 2021;
Fridlund et al. 2020; Carleo et al. 2020; Bluhm et al. 2020; Van
Eylen et al. 2021) found by the TESS mission (Ricker et al. 2015).
Besides small planets, KESPRINT also led the characterization of
the first transiting brown dwarf found by TESS, TOI-503b (Šubjak
et al. 2020).

1 http://kesprint.science
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Three new hot Jupiters, TOI-1181b, TOI-1516b and TOI-2046b 3

2 OBSERVATIONAL DATA SETS

Here, and in the following section, we describe the data flow pro-
cess from the TESS discovery light curves up to the RV follow-up
observations.

2.1 TESS light curves

TESS is a mission designed to detect exoplanets from space, using
the transit method (Ricker et al. 2014). The spacecraft consists of
four identical cameras with four 2k×2k CCDs monitoring a field-of-
view of 24◦ × 24◦. The mission covers about 85% of the sky. Until
July 2020, TESS recorded every 2 minutes the flux of over 200,000
main-sequence stars. TESS also obtained full-frame images (FFIs)
of the entire, four camera field-of-view at a cadence of 30 minutes.
The hot Jupiters reported in this article were observed during the
northern hemisphere monitoring campaign in 2019 and 2020. All
three systemswere identified by theTESSQuickLook Pipeline (QLP;
Huang et al. 2020a,b).

TESS observed TOI-1181 in sectors 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25 and 26 and 40 and an alert was issued by the TESS Science
Office on 27 August 2019 (Guerrero et al. 2021). The resulting Data
Validation reports (Twicken et al. 2018; Li et al. 2019) are exception-
ally clean and the difference image centroiding locates the source of
the transit signatures to within 2.5 arcsec. There are no nearby stars
in the TESS Input Catalog (TIC) sufficiently bright to explain the
transit signature as a background eclipsing binary.

TOI-1516 was observed in sectors 17, 18, 24 and 25 and an alert was
issued on 5 December 2019, while TOI-2046 was observed in sectors
18, 19, 24 and 25 and an alert issued on 19 June 2019. The cutoff
images with each target were extracted from the TESS Target-Pixel-
Files (TPF) with the default optimum aperture using the lightkurve
v 2.0 package (Lightkurve Collaboration et al. 2018). The images are
shown in the left-hand panels of Figure 1. In order to inspect initially
theTESS light curves of the three systems,we used again lightkurve
2.0 with the data downloaded from the MAST archive2.

We show the light curves of the three systems obtained with the
Simple Aperture Photometry (SAP) pipeline by the Science Process-
ing Operations Center (SPOC) (Jenkins et al. 2016; Twicken et al.
2010; Morris et al. 2020) in the right-hand side of Figure 1. The full
analysis with our noise model description is presented in 3.1.

Catalogue parameters describing the three systems including TESS,
optical and IR magnitudes and coordinates are summarized in Ta-
ble 1.

2.2 Ground-based photometric follow-up

In this section, we describe the ground-based photometric follow-up
to check for potential contamination and confirm transit on target.
All the presented data were used for a joint fit with the TESS data
and with the spectroscopic data sets.

2 https://mast.stsci.edu/portal/Mashup/Clients/Mast/Portal.html

2.2.1 The Carlson R. Chambliss Astronomical Observatory
(CRCAO)

The Carlson R. Chambliss Astronomical Observatory (CRCAO) is
located on the campus of Kutztown University in Pennsylvania and
operates a fork-mounted 0.6 m Ritchey–Chrétien optical telescope
with a focal ratio of f/8. The imaging CCD (KAF-6303E) camera
has an array of 3k × 2k (9 `m) pixels and the system covers a field
of view of 19.5’ × 13.0’. The CCD is cooled to −30◦C. With 2 × 2
binning, the pixel scale is 0.76" and the telescope is auto-guided
with a total drift of less than 10 pixels throughout an entire night of
continuous observations. Seeing at CRCAO is typically about 3".

CRCAOobserved a full transit of TOI-1181 b onUT 2019 September
25, with 311 consecutive 60 s exposures in the R𝐶 band. However,
the observing sequence was interrupted due to a technical problem
between fractions of BJD 0.7-0.8, as presented at the top of Figure
A1. CRCAO also observed a full transit of TOI-1516 b on 2020
August 10, with 205 consecutive 90 s exposures in the R𝐶 band.
Both data sets were detrended with airmass. The light curve is shown
at the bottom of Figure reflcscrcao.

2.2.2 MUSCAT2 Observations at the Carlos Sanchez Telecope

The MUSCAT2 instrument is a four channel imager designed to ob-
serve simultaneously in the 𝑔, 𝑟, 𝑖 and 𝑧𝑠 photometric bands. It is
installed on the 1.52 meter Carlos Sanchez Telescope (TCS) at the
Teide Observatory in the Canary Islands, Spain. Each photometric
channel is equipped with one 1024x1024 CCD camera with a field
of view of 7.4x7.4 arcmin (Narita et al. 2019). One transit of TOI-
1181b was observed withMUSCAT2 on the night of 2019 November
9, using exposure times of 5, 7, 11 and 7 seconds for the 𝑔, 𝑟 , 𝑖 and
𝑘𝑠 bands, simultaneously. The observations were taken slightly de-
focused and covered the full transit, with a average seeing trough the
night of 1". The resulting light curve is plotted in Fig. A2. Table A1
presents the estimated posterior values of the parameters obtained
from the full MUSCAT2 light curve.

2.3 High-resolution imaging

Due to the large pixel scale of the TESS detectors, it is important to
search for nearby contaminating sources that can dilute the transit
depth or lead to false positives (e.g., Ciardi et al. 2015). In partic-
ular, those sources not detected in seeing-limited photometry or by
Gaia require specialized observational techniques like high spatial
resolution imaging to be detected.

On the nights of UT 2020 August 4 and 2021 June 29, we observed
TOI-1181, TOI-1516, and TOI-2046 with the ’Alopeke speckle im-
ager (Scott 2019), mounted on the 8.1m Gemini North telescope
at Mauna Kea. ’Alopeke has a field-of-view of 6.7" and it simulta-
neously acquires data in two bands centered at 562 nm and 832 nm
using high-speed electron-multiplying CCDs (EMCCDs). We col-
lected and reduced the data following the procedures described in
Howell et al. (2011). The resulting reconstructed images achieved a
contrast of Δmag ∼ 4 at a separation of 0.2′′in the 832 nm band (see
Figure 2). No contaminants were found.

MNRAS 000, 1–21 (2021)



4 Kabáth, P. et al.

Figure 1. In the left hand panels, the cut-off images from the TPF files are presented with the photometric apertures in pink for stars TOI-1181 (upper panel),
TOI-1516 (central panel) and TOI-2046 (bottom panel). The corresponding TESS-SPOC data pipeline processed light curves (SAP, black dots) for the three
systems are shown in the right hand panels with the red fitted model obtained with the TLCM code described in Section 3.

Table 1. Observational characteristics of the host stars TOI-1181, TOI-1516 and TOI-2046.

System TOI-1181 TOI-1516 TOI-2046

TIC number TIC 229510866 TIC 376637093 TIC 468574941
R.A. 19ℎ 48𝑚 51𝑠 .810 22ℎ 40𝑚 20𝑠 .261 01ℎ 04𝑚 44𝑠 .362
Dec +64◦ 21′ 15′′ .66 +69◦ 30′ 13′′ .45 +74◦ 19′ 52′′ .85
Gaia parallax (mas) 3.22 ± 0.01 4.0540 ± 0.0098 3.47 ± 0.01
TESSmag 10.079 ± 0.009 10.377 ± 0.006 10.996 ± 0.006
Vmag 10.582 ± 0.006 10.858 ± 0.008 11.552 ± 0.018
Gaiamag 10.4776 ± 0.0003 10.7156 ± 0.0002 11.4128 ± 0.0005
Jmag 9.55 ± 0.02 9.92 ± 0.03 10.42 ± 0.02
Hmag 9.33 ± 0.02 9.70 ± 0.03 10.13 ± 0.03
Kmag 9.22 ± 0.02 9.67 ± 0.02 10.09 ± 0.02
WISE3.4`m 9.21 ± 0.02 9.60 ± 0.02 10.08 ± 0.02
WISE4.6`m 9.24 ± 0.02 9.63 ± 0.02 10.10 ± 0.02
WISE12`m 9.24 ± 0.02 9.61 ± 0.03 10.00 ± 0.05
WISE22`m 8.70 ± 0.19 9.41 ± 0.35 8.88 ± 𝑁/𝐴

MNRAS 000, 1–21 (2021)
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Figure 2. Speckle imaging results of TOI-1181, TOI-1516 and TOI-2046.

2.4 Spectroscopic follow-up

We performed spectroscopic follow-up using a network of mid-
aperture sized telescopes in the northern hemisphere. These include
the Ondřejov Echelle Spectrograph (OES) located in the Czech Re-
public, the Tautenburg echelle spectrograph (TCES) in Germany and
the Tull Spectrograph at McDonald Observatory in the U.S.A. These
provided the bulk of the data for the orbital solutions. All data sets
were obtained between January 2020 andMarch 2021. Themeasured
radial velocities are presented in Tabs. A2, A3 and A4.

2.4.1 The OES spectrograph

The Ondřejov Echelle Spectrograph (OES) is installed on the 2m
telescope in Ondřejov, Czech Republic and is operated by the As-
tronomical Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences. OES is a
fiber-fed spectrograph with resolving power of R=50,000 (at 500
nm) and wavelength range of 380–900 nm. An accuracy of 70 m/s
in radial velocities is typically achieved for a V=6 star. We use a
hollow-cathode comparison frame for the wavelength calibration. A
standard spectroscopic data reduction with IRAF scripts was per-
formed on all data sets. The instrument related shifts are corrected
by telluric lines using the method of Gray & Brown (2006) and ra-
dial velocities are obtained by the cross-correlation method using
the fxcor task in IRAF. A more detailed description is provided in
Kabáth et al. (2020). For the present targets and with an exposure
time of 3600s, the typical Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the OES
spectra range between 20 and 40.

2.4.2 The TCES spectrograph

The Tautenburg Coudé Echelle spectrograph (TCES) is installed on
the 2m Alfred Jensch telescope operated by the Thueringer Lan-
dessternwarte Tautenburg, Germany. The instrument achieves a re-
solving power of R=67,000 over the wavelength range from 467
to 740 nm. The spectra can be calibrated with an iodine (I2) cell.
The data reduction is performed with the Tautenburg Spectroscopy
Pipeline – 𝜏-spline. The pipeline makes use of standard IRAF and
PyRaf routines and the Cosmic Ray code by Malte Tewes based on
the method by van Dokkum (2001). All steps are detailed in, e.g.,
Sabotta et al. (2019). The TCES can achieve an RV precision of 3-5
m/s on very bright stars with an iodine cell, but typical RV accuracy
on fainter targets is about 70 m/s; for more details, see Guenther et al.
(2009) and Döllinger et al. (2009). RVs were derived by a Python-

based software Velocity and Instrument Profile EstimatoR (VIPER)3
(Zechmeister et al. 2021), based on the standard procedure described
in Butler et al. (1996); Endl et al. (2000). Most of the spectra in
Tautenburg were obtained with an iodine cell. Typical SNRs of the
TCES spectra are in the range 10-20 with 1800 sec exposure time.

2.4.3 The Tull spectrograph

The Tull spectrograph is installed at the 2.7 m telescope of the Mc-
Donald Observatory operated by the University of Texas, USA. The
instrument is a cross-dispersed white pupil echelle spectrograph. A
2048 × 2048 pixel CCD at the “F3” focal position, combined with a
1.2 arcsec wide entrance slit gives a resolving power of about 60,000
over a wavelength range of 375 to 1020 nm. A temperature stabilized
I2 vapor absorption cell placed in front of the slit provides the velocity
metric. All data were reduced and extracted using an IRAF pipeline
script. Precise radial velocities down to a few m/s were computed
using the Austral pipeline (Endl et al. 2000).

2.4.4 The TRES spectrograph

We used the Tillinghast Refector Echelle Spectrograph (TRES) on
Mt. Hopkins, Arizona, to crosscheck and compare the stellar param-
eters with those derived from our data from the Tull, OES, and TCES
spectrographs. During 2019, we obtained two spectra for each system
of our targets. The spectrograph has a resolving power of 𝑅 = 44000
and covers wavelengths from 390nm to 910nm. The relative RVs that
we derive from TRES spectra use multiple echelle orders from each
spectrum that are cross-correlated with the highest S/N spectrum of
the target star.We omit individual orders with poor S/N andmanually
remove obvious cosmic rays.

3 DATA ANALYSIS AND PARAMETERS
DETERMINATION

In this section, we describe the methods used to analyse our data
sets to determine the stellar parameters of the host stars such as
radii, masses, effective temperatures, and metallicities, as well as
their ages. The photometric light curves were also used to investigate
stellar rotation.

3 https://github.com/mzechmeister/viper

MNRAS 000, 1–21 (2021)
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3.1 Fitting the light curves with TLCM

We used for our analysis the software package Transit and Light
Curve Modeller (TLCM, Csizmadia et al. 2021). This code is able
to perform joint radial velocity and light curve fit, modelling the
beaming, ellipsoidal and reflection effect (Faigler & Mazeh 2011;
Shporer 2017; Wong et al. 2020). The noise model is based on the
wavelet formulation of Carter &Winn (2009), with the regularization
that the standard deviation of the residuals must converge to the
average uncertainty of the input photometric data points, thereby
avoiding overfitting. The approach was widely tested and the results
have shown that, at the signal-to-noise ratio level of the present
targets, the method is able to recover all the parameters with 1-2%
accuracy (Csizmadia et al. 2021). We fit the transit parameters and
the noise model simultaneously. Because of the noise-model applied
here, we used the SAP-light curves for this kind of analysis and we
kept only those data points with a quality flag of 0. The light curve
was in the first step corrected for any potential contamination before
modeling, using the crowdsap keyword of the TESS fits-files.

The free parameters were: the scaled semi-major axis, the planet-
to-star radius ratio, the impact parameter, and the limb darkening
combinations of the quadratic limb darkening law as follows:

𝑢+ = 𝑢𝑎 + 𝑢𝑏 , 𝑢− = 𝑢𝑎 − 𝑢𝑏 , (1)

as well as the epoch, period, flux zero-level shift, wavelet-based noise
model 𝜎𝑤 , 𝜎𝑟 , the systematic velocity of the system (𝑉𝛾), radial ve-
locity amplitude (𝐾), and the radial velocity offsets between differ-
ent spectrographs. Because only Full Frame Images (FFIs) with 30
minute integration time were available in the case of TOI-1516 and
TOI-2046, we applied five subexposures and numerical integration
to get more precise modelled flux values (cf. Section 2.11 of Csiz-
madia 2020). We have run a Genetic Algorithm/Harmony Search to
optimize the joint light curve and radial velocity fit, with the results
refined by three chains of Simulated Annealing.This yielded a start-
ing point of the MCMC-analysis. We have run four chains for each
system with a thinning factor of five. The chain lengths were at least
100,000 but they were automatically extended if they did not con-
verge. The convergence was checked via the Gelman-Rubin statistic
as well as via the estimated sample size. For details, see Csizmadia
(2020) and references therein.

As a sanity check, we performed an independent joint analysis of the
transit light curves and Doppler measurements of TOI-1181, TOI-
1516, and TOI-2046 using the code pyaneti (Barragán et al. 2019),
which infers the system parameters using a Bayesian approach cou-
pled toMarkov chainMonte Carlo simulations. We imposed uniform
uninformative priors for all the model parameters and added photo-
metric and RV jitter terms to account for noise not included in the
nominal uncertainties. We initially fitted for the eccentricity and an-
gle of periastron adopting the parametrization proposed by Anderson
et al. (2011) and found that the eccentricities of the three planets are
consistent with zero, with the Bayesian information criterion favour-
ing circular models. We thus fixed the eccentricities to zero in our
analysis. We found that the mean densities of the three stars – as
derived from the modelling of the transit light curves using Kepler’s
third law (Winn 2010) – are consistent with the spectroscopic den-
sities. We also found that system parameters agree well within ∼1𝜎
with those derived with TLCM, corroborating our results.

3.2 TOI-1181 b: A hot Jupiter on a 2.1 day orbit around a
subgiant star

We combine here TESS with the ground-based CRCAO and MUS-
CAT2 photometric data and 57 spectra from OES, TCES and Tull
spectrographs. The resulting RVs for all instruments used during the
follow-up campaign are listed in Table A2. We also used the TRES
spectra.

3.2.1 The host star TOI-1181

First, we combined 13 best SNR spectra from Tautenburg’s TCES
(i.e., only the spectra obtained without an Iodine cell and with a
better SNR than the OES ones), in order to determine the stellar
parameters of the host star. We used the iSpec software for the
analysis (Blanco-Cuaresma et al. 2014; Blanco-Cuaresma 2019).
Regions between 490 and 560 nm and between 605 and 627 nmwere
used to derive the effective temperature, Teff , metallicity, [Fe/H],
surface gravity, log 𝑔 and rotational velocity of the star, 𝑣 sin 𝑖. We
used the synthesis method from the code SPECTRUM andMARCS
atmosphere models (Gustafsson et al. 2008). We also obtained
parameters from the Tull spectra with the Kea pipeline (Endl &
Cochran 2016), using synthetic spectra from the library compiled
by Kurucz (1993). Another independent parameter set was derived
from the analysis of the TRES spectra with EXOFASTv2 (Eastman
et al. 2019). The resulting values from these three independent
analyses can be compared in Table 2. The same procedure applies
for the other two systems discussed in this paper. It appears that
the TRES and Tull values for Fe/[H] and log(g) differ from the
values derived with iSpec. The iSpec values were obtained manually
by inspection of the spectra, while the TRES and Tull teams
use automatized pipelines which might be biased towards main
sequence stellar templates, but TOI-1181 is, as described in the
following, an evolved star. Therefore, for further modelling, we
use the iSpec-derived parameters for TOI-1181, that is, effective
temperature Teff = 5990 ± 95 K, gravity log 𝑔 = 3.9 ± 0.15 and
𝑣 sin 𝑖 = 10.2 ± 1.5 km/s.

3.2.2 Stellar parameters

We used the ARIADNE4 code (Vines & Jenkins 2021) to determine
the Spectral Energy Distribution function (SED) and the mass of the
star by fitting the available measurements from various catalogues
with various models, described below. The fitted SED of TOI-1181 is
shown in the top panel of Figure 3.ARIADNE uses as input value the
parallax from Gaia EDR3 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018, 2016) and
models are obtained by convolution with Phoenix v2 (Husser et al.
2013), BT-Cond (Allard et al. 2012), BT-NextGen (Allard et al. 2012;
Hauschildt et al. 1999), Castelli & Kurucz (Castelli & Kurucz 2006)
and Kurucz (Kurucz 1993) models with the available photometric
data in the following bandpasses: UBVRI; 2MASS JHKs; SDSS
ugriz; ALL-WISE W1 and W2; Gaia G, RP, and BP; Pan-STARRS
griwyz; Stromgren uvby; GALEX NUV and FUV; Spitzer/IRAC
3.6`m and 4.5`m; TESS; Kepler; and NGTS. We also interpolated
values for𝑇eff , log 𝑔 and [Fe/H]. The stellar mass𝑀∗ was determined
fromMESA Isochrones and Stellar Tracksmodels (Dotter 2016). The
corresponding derived parameters are reported in Table 2. We used

4 https://github.com/jvines/astroARIADNE
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Figure 3. The SED fitted by ARIADNE for TOI-1181 (top), TOI-1516 (center), TOI-2046 (bottom).

as priors the values of 𝑇eff , [Fe/H] and log 𝑔 determined from the
spectra with iSpec. ARIADNE derived for TOI–1181 a stellar mass
of 𝑀∗ = 1.38+0.086˘0.082 𝑀� , a radius of 𝑅∗ = 1.9+0.06˘0.10 𝑅� and an age of
2.59+0.43˘0.51 Gyr.

We further derived the spectral type and luminosity class of
TOI-1181 following the method outlined in Frasca et al. (2003) and
Gandolfi et al. (2008). Briefly, we fitted the iodine-free Tull spectra
of the three stars using the Indo-US grid of stellar templates from
Valdes et al. (2004). Prior to the fitting procedure, the resolution
of the Tull spectra was degraded to match that of the templates
(R=5,500) by convolving the Tull spectra with a Gaussian function
mimicking the difference between the two instrument profiles. The
radial velocity shift between the Tull spectra and Indo-US templates
was measured using the cross-correlation technique. We fitted the
4500–6800 Å spectral range, masking out the regions containing
telluric lines. We found that TOI-1181 is a somewhat evolved F9 IV
star. Further discussion on TOI-1181 is provided in Sec 4.

3.2.3 Stellar rotation

To investigate the light variations out of eclipse and their possible
connection with stellar variability, we used the PDCSAP data with
1800s cadence5. After we removed the transits from the light curves,
we performed a discrete Fourier transform on the full data sets by
using the Period04 software (Lenz & Breger 2005) to get the pe-
riodograms (Fig. 4). The frequency spectra of all the three studied
stars show peaks above the significance limit defined by SNR> 4
(Breger et al. 1993). To test the nature and stability of the identified
peaks, we divided the data sets into segments spanning 20-30 days
and performed the frequency analysis on these shorter data sets.

In TOI-1181, we identified three significant peaks at 0.449, 0.264 and
0.114 c/d (periods of 2.22, 3.78 and 8.74 days – top panel of Figure 4).
The peak corresponding to the period of 8.74 days perfectly matches
the rotational period calculated from 𝑣 sin 𝑖 (assuming 𝑖 = 87 deg)
and stellar radius (𝑅∗ = 1.75R�), 𝑃rot = 8.7 ± 1.4 days (the dash-
dotted line in the top panel of Fig. 4). We detected this frequency
and its harmonics also in all the subsets, therefore making unlikely
the instrumental origin of this frequency peak. It is highly likely that
these peaks are real and attributed to the rotational period of the

5 Downloaded using lightkurve v 2.0 package (Lightkurve Collaboration
et al. 2018) because the SAP data suffer from strong instrumental effects (see
the right-hand panels of Fig. 1).

Figure 4. The frequency spectra of the residual light curves (without transits)
for the investigated stars. The red dashed vertical line shows the position
of the orbital frequency, the grey dash-dotted line shows the position of the
expected rotational period calculated from 𝑣 sin 𝑖 and the stellar radius, while
the grey dotted lines show the reliability SNR= 4 level for the highest peak.
The insets show the 10-days segments of the light curves. The vertical range
of the insets is 6 mmag.

star. The differential rotation and spots at different latitudes are most
likely responsible for the slight difference of the frequency peaks of
the harmonics.

3.2.4 Stellar pulsations

We also performed a seismic analysis to look for solar-like oscilla-
tions using the TESS lightcurves. To do so we used two types of
lightcurves: the PDCSAP lightcurves and lightcurves obtained with
a customized aperture larger than the previous one and that is op-
timized for asteroseismology. For that second dataset, we selected
pixels in the target pixel files where the average flux is above 100
e−/s and making sure that we do not pick pixels contaminated by a
nearby star. For both lightcurves we removed the planetary transits,
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Figure 5. Upper panel: the red-noise corrected TESS SAP-fluxes (black dots
= observations - red noise component) of TOI-1181 as a function of phase.
The model fit is shown with red solid lines. Results obtained by TLCM (see
Section 3.1). Lower panel: the residuals of the model fit after subtracting the
red noise component from the observations.

outliers, and filled the gaps following García et al. (2011, 2014).
Using global seismic scaling relations (Brown 1991; Kjeldsen &
Bedding 1995) where we combined the effective temperature and the
surface gravity, we estimated the predicted frequency of maximum
power, amax, to be around 1000 `Hz. From the visual inspection of
the power spectrum density (PSD) computed for both lightcurves,
no obvious acoustic-mode bump is visible around that value. We ran
the A2Z pipeline (Mathur et al. 2010) to look for the signature of the
modes, without success.

We also computed the predicted amplitude of the modes according
to the seismic scaling relations taking Teff=6000K and the Gaia
luminosity of the star. We found a predicted amplitude of 5-6 ppm.
In Fig. A3, we show that the amplitude spectrum between 500 and
200 `Hz is completely flat, dominated by the noise with a mean value
of 6.6 ppmwhich is higher than the expected amplitude of the modes.
If the star was more evolved (late subgiant or early red giant), the
modes would have been at lower frequency with higher amplitudes
and we would have detected them. Thus we can only conclude that
the star could either be on the main sequence or an early subgiant,
which is consistent with our age determination. The graphs for our
analysis are presented in Appendix A3.

3.2.5 TOI-1181b is a hot Jupiter around a subgiant

As explained above, in order to derive the planetary parameters
and the orbital solution, we performed a joint fit with the TLCM
package that combined all data sets from the spectroscopic in-
struments and from TESS. The fitted ratio of 𝑅planet/𝑅∗ and in-
clination 𝑖 = 87.0◦±1.3◦ combined with the stellar radius 𝑅∗
provides a planetary radius 𝑅planet = 1.30 ± 0.08𝑅J. The plane-
tary mass from the spectroscopic data and inclination 𝑖 results in
𝑀planet = 1.18 ± 0.14𝑀J. An orbital period 𝑃 = 2.103195+0.000012−0.000011
was derived from the fit. All fitted parameters, for each instrument,
are presented in Table 2. The folded TESS light curve is presented in
Fig. 5 and RVs are presented in Fig. 6. Based on all our solutions,
we are thus seeing a star which left the main sequence just recently
and which is orbited by a hot Jupiter.

Figure 6. Upper panel: phase-folded radial velocity measurements of TOI-
1181. The black dots are the TCES measurements, the red dots the OES
measurements, while the blue ones represent RVs obtained by the Tull spec-
trograph. The black solid line shows the circular orbit fit. Lower panel: resid-
uals of the radial velocity fit (in m/s).

Figure 7. Same as Fig. 5 for TOI-1516.

3.3 TOI-1516b: A hot Jupiter with a 2.05 day period

We used the TESS light curve and spectroscopic data from Tauten-
burg, Ondřejov and McDonald observatories for a joint fit. In total
we used 81 spectra from all three observatories.

3.3.1 The host Star TOI-1516

We stacked 9 spectra from Ondřejov in order to determine the stel-
lar parameters of the host star. The derivation of stellar parameters
with iSpec revealed that the host star has an effective temperature
𝑇eff = 6520 ± 90 K, a metallicity [Fe/H] = −0.05 ± 0.1, surface
gravity, log 𝑔 = 4.25 ± 0.15 cms−2 and 𝑣 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑖 = 11.8 ± 1.5 km/s.
All parameters are presented in the corresponding central column
of Table 2. The spectral type and luminosity class found from our
spectra as described in 3.2.1 is F8V.

A periodogram analysis was performed on the TESS data for TOI-
1516. The dominant peak was found to be at 0.470 c/d (2.13 days),
complemented with a group of other peaks in the low-frequency
regime (the middle panel of Figure 4). We detected a peak at the
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Table 2. System parameters for host stars of hot Jupiters TOI–1181, TOI–1516 and TOI–2046 obtained by TLCM. Stellar mass and radius are derived from
isochrone–fitting as described in Csizmadia (2020).

Parameter Instrument TOI–1181b TOI–1516b TOI–2046b

𝑎/𝑅∗ 4.19+0.06−0.08 6.22+0.041−0.077 4.75+0.18−0.17
𝑅planet/𝑅∗ 0.0764+0.0004−0.0004 0.1224+0.0005−0.0005 0.1213+0.0017−0.0021
𝑏 0.19+0.08−0.11 0.09+0.10−0.07 0.51+0.06−0.07
𝑢+ 0.46+0.06−0.06 0.10+0.080.08 0.39+0.24−0.16
𝑢− 0.16+0.19−0.19 0.81+0.19−0.19 0.30+0.59−0.74
Epoch (BJD)−2 450 000 8684.4058+0.0017−0.0017 8765.3250+0.0001−0.0001 7792.2767+0.0024−0.0022
Period (days) 2.103195+0.000012−0.000011 2.056014+0.000002−0.000002 1.4971842+0.0000031−0.0000033
𝜎𝑟 (ppm) 34469+589−584 14950+252−252 24024+471−469
𝜎𝑤 (ppm) 1046+3−3 299+4−4 576+14−14
𝑉𝛾 (m/s) 119.1+15.7−15.8 −397.639.5−40.7 −12.6+5.5−5.5
𝐾 (m/s) 165.6+11.4−11.4 460.7+9.0−9.0 374.7+7.8−7.8

RV-offsets (m/s)

Ondrejov - TCES −118.5+34.6−34.5 −116.0.2+44.9−43.1
Tull-TCES −50477.5+17.1−17.2 −48189.7+41.3−40.0
TCES - Tull 537.7+49.4−49.4
Ondrejov - Tull −9479.6+43.3−43.2

Derived parameters

Inclination (°) 87.0◦ ± 1.3◦ 90.0◦ ± 0.4◦ 83.6◦ ± 0.9◦
Transit duration (hrs) 4.057+0.014−0.013 2.826+0.015−0.014 2.410+0.032−0.030
𝜌∗ (𝑘𝑔/𝑚3) 312 ± 16 1090 ± 31 890 ± 98
𝑀∗/𝑀� 1.19 ± 0.18 1.14 ± 0.06 1.13 ± 0.19
𝑅∗/𝑅� 1.75 ± 0.09 1.14 ± 0.02 1.21 ± 0.07
𝑀planet/𝑀J 1.18 ± 0.14 3.16 ± 0.12 2.30 ± 0.28
𝑅planet/𝑅J 1.30 ± 0.08 1.36 ± 0.03 1.44 ± 0.11
Stellar parameters

𝑇eff [K] Tull 6260 ± 100 6420 ± 100 6160 ± 100
𝑇eff [K] iSpec OES/TCES 5990 ± 95 6520 ± 90 6250 ± 140
𝑇eff [K] TRES 6177 ± 50 6170 ± 52 6143 ± 97
log 𝑔 [cgs] Tull 4.31 ± 0.18 4.25 ± 0.18 4.38 ± 0.18
log 𝑔 [cgs] iSpec OES/TCES 3.9 ± 0.15 4.25 ± 0.15 4.3 ± 0.15
log 𝑔 [cgs] TRES 4.27 ± 0.08 4.18 ± 0.22 4.35 ± 0.08
Fe/H [dex] Tull 0.30 ± 0.12 −0.14 ± 0.12 0.04 ± 0.12
Fe/H [dex] iSpec OES/TCES 0.05 ± 0.1 -0.05 ± 0.1 -0.06 ± 0.15
Fe/H [dex] TRES 0.44 ± 0.08 -0.05 ± 0.1 0.29 ± 0.08
𝑣sini [km/s] Tull 10.77 ± 0.30 11 ± 0.4 8.15 ± 0.15
𝑣sini [km/s] iSpec OES/TCES 10.2 ± 1.5 11.8 ± 1.5 9.8 ± 1.6
𝑣sini [km/s] TRES 11.8 ± 2.0 13.8 ± 2.0 8.8 ± 2.0
Derived stellar parameters (ARIADNE)

Stellar radius - 𝑅∗ (𝑅�) 1.90+0.06−0.10 1.245+0.031−0.032 1.237+0.036−0.032
Stellar mass - 𝑀∗ (𝑀�) 1.3800.086

.0.082 1.085+0.061−0.066 1.153+0.10−0.093
Age of the host star (Gyr) 2.59+0.43−0.51 4.82+2.44−1.29 0.45+0.43−0.021
Spectral type F9IV F8V F8V

expected rotational frequency calculated from 𝑣 sin 𝑖 and stellar ra-
dius (the grey dash-dotted line in Fig. 4) also in one of the subsets.
However, the detection is inconclusive.

We used ARIADNE to fit the SED and to determine the stellar pa-

rameters and age of the system. We used the derived stellar values
from Table 2 as priors for ARIADNE. The SED obtained from the
available photometric data as described in the Section 3.2.1 is de-
picted in the central panel of Figure 3. The stellar mass from the
isochrones was determined as 𝑀∗ = 1.085+0.061−0.066 𝑀� and the stellar
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Figure 8. Same as Fig. 6 for TOI-1516.

Figure 9. Same as Fig. 5 for TOI-2046.

radius 𝑅∗ = 1.245+0.031−0.032 𝑅� . The age of the host star was determined
as 4.822.44−1.29 Gyr. For the derivation of the above parameters, the Gaia
EDR3 parallax 𝜛 = 4.0540 ± 0.0098 mas was used.

3.3.2 Planet TOI-1516b is another ordinary hot Jupiter

We performed a joint fit with TLCM. We performed the first fit
with eccentricity as a free parameter and based on the result being
consistent with a circular orbit, we fixed the eccentricity 𝑒 at 0. Other
parameters were left free. The resulting folded light curve from TESS
is presented in Figure 7 and the RVs are shown in Fig 8. The values of
the fit confirm that TOI-1516 b is a hot Jupiter with a 2.06 day orbital
period. The values for the mass and the radius are 𝑀 = 3.16 ± 0.12
𝑀J and 𝑅 = 1.36 ± 0.03 𝑅J, respectively. The derived parameters
for the system imply an ordinary hot Jupiter around an F-type main
sequence star.

3.4 The young system TOI-2046

We used data from TESS and from the Tautenburg, Ondřejov and
McDonald observatories. In total, we used 51 spectra from all three
observatories. The corresponding RVs are listed in Table A3.

Figure 10. Same as Fig. 6 for TOI-2046.

3.4.1 The host star TOI-2046

We stacked 7 spectra from Ondřejov in order to determine the stellar
parameters of the host star. Our analysis with iSpec resulted in the
following parameters for the host star: 𝑇eff = 6250± 0.140 K, metal-
licity [Fe/H] = −0.06 ± 0.15, surface gravity, log 𝑔 = 4.3 ± 0.15
cms−2, and 𝑣 sin 𝑖 = 9.8± 1.6 km/s. All relevant physical parameters
are presented in the right column of Table 2. The spectral type and
luminosity class determined as described in Sec 3.2.1 is F8V.

3.4.2 Stellar activity

The dominant peak in the frequency spectrum of the full data set of
TOI-2046 with the transit signature removed is at 0.252 c/d (period
of 3.97 days) with a SNR > 12. To test the stability and reliability of
the detected peak, we split the full data set into two subsets divided
by the large gap between observations in sectors 18+19 (subset 1)
and sectors 24 (subset 2) – see the bottom right-hand panel of Fig 1.
The peak is present in both subsets and has similar amplitude (blue
and red lines in the bottom right-hand panel of Fig. 4).

The flux variations with the 4-days period are clearly apparent from
the inset of the bottom panel of Fig. 4. The detection of the peak
in the two subsets separated by more than 100 days shows that the
frequency is stable over time. Thus, we assume that the variations
are real (i.e., not instrumentals) and can be attributed to the stellar
rotation with a period of 3.97(2) days.

The value of the detected rotational period significantly differs from
the period calculated from 𝑣 sin 𝑖 and stellar radius (𝑃rot ≈ 6.2 days).
This may indicate that the rotational axis of the star and the orbital-
plane axis of the planet are not aligned. The inclination of the rota-
tional axis would be approximately 39 degrees which is significantly
different from the orbital inclination of the planet (83.6 deg).

3.4.3 Stellar age

ARIADNE yields an age of 0.45+0.43−0.02 Gyr for TOI-2046, indicating
that this is one of the few very young known planetary systems.
We tried to confirm the young age of the star using the Li line,
which can be used as an indication of stellar youth. We measured the
equivalent widths (EW) of a Gaussian fit to the Li line at 6707 Å:
EW= 0.083 ± 0.01 Å. The EW and the derived stellar temperature
from Table 2 were compared with available data from open clusters
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Figure 11. The top panel shows the equivalent widths of the 6708 Å Li i
line versus the effective temperatures for stars in selected young clusters and
associations of different ages. The bottom panel presents the stellar rotational
period versus their Gaia color index for stars in several clusters, together
with some models of cluster evolution represented with solid lines (Angus
et al. 2019). In both panels, the data are from Soderblom et al. (1993b,
1990); Mentuch et al. (2008); Soderblom et al. (1993a) and the position of
TOI-2046b is indicated.

of various ages, shown in Figure 11. A further discussion of the age
of this particular system is provided in Sec. 4

3.4.4 A young hot Jupiter TOI-2046b

The folded TESS light curve is presented in Figure 9 and the RVs in
Figure 10. The parameters of the planet from the joint fit with the
TLCM package confirm that TOI-2046b is a hot Jupiter on an orbit
with a 1.49 day period and a combination with stellar parameters
allows for the determination of mass 𝑀 = 2.30± 0.28MJ and radius
𝑅 = 1.44 ± 0.11 RJ.

4 NEW GAS PLANETS IN CONTEXT WITH OTHER
GIANT PLANETS

In this section we will discuss the parameters of the newly discovered
hot Jupiters in the context of similar systems.
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Figure 12.Mass-radius diagram of all known exoplanets with our three new
systems represented by red dots. The black dots are some other recently
discovered TESS gas giants (Rodriguez et al. 2021), shown for comparison.

4.1 Mass-Radius diagram

The natural metrics for comparison of planets is the mass-radius dia-
gram. We present the mass-radius diagram with the new TESS giant
planets from this paper and plot them with all known planets which
have parameters available in The Extrasolar planets Encyclo-
pedia6. The three hot Jupiters described in this paper exhibit rather
larger radii, as can be seen in Figure 12. We also show in the figure a
set of recently discovered TESS hot Jupiters (Rodriguez et al. 2021)
as a comparison with similar planets.

4.2 Incident flux from the host star and exo-atmospheres

We further investigated the incident flux from the host star at the
planetary surface. For our three targets, we used Gaia DR2 and the
luminosities determined with the FLAMES pipeline (Bailer-Jones
et al. 2013). The resulting insolations are presented in Fig. 13, where
the planetary equilibrium temperatures are also indicated. In the same
Figure, as a dashed line, we plot the empirical relationship for one
Jupiter-mass gas planets derived by Weiss et al. (2013, their Eq. 9):

𝑅𝑝

𝑅⊕
= 2.45(

𝑀𝑝

𝑀⊕
)−0.039 ( 𝐹

𝑒𝑟𝑔.𝑠−1.𝑐𝑚−2 )
0.094, (2)

where 𝐹 is the incident flux and 𝑅𝑝 and 𝑀𝑝 are the planet’s radius
and mass.

The three hot Jupiters reported in this paper receive higher incident
flux from their host star compared to the majority of known plan-
ets. The highest insolation is consistent with the subgiant status of
TOI-1181b, but TOI-2046b also undergoes high insolation and is
most likely inflated. Therefore, these systems might in principle be
reasonable candidates for further follow-up observations to detect
their atmospheric signatures. For this reason, we calculated the ex-
pected atmospheric signal for performing transmission spectroscopy.
We followed the approach from Kabáth et al. (2019) and we first de-
termined the expected signature of exoatmosphere Δ𝛿 roughly given
by:

6 http://exoplanet.eu/catalog
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Figure 13. Radius versus incident flux for the three hot Jupiters from this
paper including their equilibrium temperatures. Other known planets are
represented by blue crosses. The dashed line represents the empirical relation
from Weiss et al. (2013) for Jupiter-mass planets (Eq. 2).

Δ𝛿 ≈
2𝑛𝐻𝑅𝑝

𝑅2𝑠
, (3)

where 𝑛 is the number of atmospheric scale heights 𝐻. Here we
assume 𝑛 = 6 which is valid for high altitudes and typical for Na
species abundant in gas giants. The expected signal for the three
new hot Jupiters is presented in Figure 14. We used as a reference
a successful detection of the NaD features in the exoatmosphere of
Wasp-76b and scaled down the detection limit at 3𝜎 represented
with a dashed line for a 4 m telescope and for an 8 m telescope. The
three new planets have clearly an expected atmospheric signature
too faint to be detected from the ground. However, the transmission
signal Δ𝛿 = 326 ppm from TOI-2046b should be clearly detectable
by JWST, assuming the detection floor of 20 ppm for GJ1214b (Krei-
dberg et al. 2014; Greene et al. 2016) and taking into account the
fact that our star is about 1.5 mag fainter in the K-band. Planets
TOI-1181b and TOI-1516b would be definitively more challenging
targets.

The high incident flux and relatively high atmospheric equilibrium
temperatures make these targets interesting for detection of occulta-
tion of the planet by the star. Our team therefore analysed in detail
the phased TESS light curves of these candidates with respect to the
reflected light from the planet and new results will be presented in a
separate paper (Csizmadia 2021) for TOI-1181b. However, it would
be interesting to search for an occultation of TOI-2046b due to its
rather high insolation and inflated atmosphere. The limiting factor
for TESS is that TOI-2046 is one magnitude fainter than TOI-1181,
leading to a much worse precision, and the analysis of the TOI-2046
TESS light curve is inconclusive.

4.3 A giant planet around a subgiant star

Weknowmuch less planets orbiting evolved stars than planets around
main sequence stars. New planetary systems around evolved stars
hosting a hot Jupiter were reported, e.g., withKepler andK2, but also
with TCES (Van Eylen et al. 2016; Grunblatt et al. 2017; Döllinger
et al. 2007). Planets around evolved stars usually show slightly larger
eccentricities compared to planets around main sequence stars – the
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Figure 14. Expected signal of a planetary atmosphere, representative of the
possible detection of the planet’s NaD lines by transmission spectroscopy.We
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of Na, while the dashed lines show the detection limit for two classes of
telescopes.
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Figure 15.Left panel: PARSECevolutionary track in theHertzsprung-Russell
diagram of a 1.38 M� star, corresponding to TOI-1181. The colours corre-
spond to the age of the star (in Gyr), and the current position of TOI-1181
is indicated with the red dot. Right panel: Fraction of remaining hydrogen in
the core of the star, based on the PARSEC track, as a function of age, with
the estimated age of TOI-1181 indicated with the vertical line.

median for hot Jupiters main sequence stars is 0.056+0.022−0.006, while for
hot Jupiters around evolved stars it is 0.152+0.077−0.042 (Grunblatt et al.
2018). However, in our case, we found the eccentricity of TOI-1181b
to be consistent with zero. This system is also interesting due to its
age of 2.59+0.43−0.51 Gyr which is around the tipping point where the star
leaves the main sequence and evolves towards the red giant branch,
as can be seen in Fig. 15 which shows a PARSEC evolutionary track
(Bressan et al. 2012). A star with a mass of 1.38 M� has left the
main sequence at the age of TOI-1181, even if its core still contains
about 20% of hydrogen.

The Gaia luminosity from DR2 data corresponds to L=4.45 ± 0.08
L� . The derived 𝑇eff = 5990 ± 95 K corresponds to a F9 type star,
but the radius 𝑅 = 1.9 R� is too large for a main sequence star.
The Gaia radius for the star TOI-1181 𝑅∗ = 2.03 ± 0.07 R� is even
larger than our values and it is also indicating an evolved star. The
very early stage of the subgiant branch for this star is suggested also
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Figure 16.Mass-radius diagramwith isochrones, according to thermal model
by Fortney et al. (2007).

by our asteroseismologic analysis presented in Sec. 3.2.4 as we did
not detect any pulsations typical for later stages of giant stars. The
star rotates still relatively fast but when compared with the sample
in, e.g., do Nascimento et al. (2003), its rotation is consistent with a
subgiant branch stars as can be seen in their Fig. 1. Therefore, tidal
locking might play a role in a slower braking of the stellar rotation.
From the presented analysis and from our spectral analysis described
earlier, it can be concluded that we are seeing here an early subgiant
star which entered its inflationary phase.

4.4 A very young hot-Jupiter system around TOI-2046

We now turn to the age of the TOI-2046 system and put it in context
of other similar systems. Figure 11 implies that the system TOI-2046
is a relatively young system, with an age between 27 Myr (Tucanae-
Horologium association, Mentuch et al. 2008) and 625Myr as a very
conservative estimate (Praesepe or Hyades, Soderblom et al. 1993b,
1990). We also investigated the Gaia color indices and rotational
periods of selected young clusters and compared them to the TOI-
2046 system’s parameters (see bottom of Figure 11) as well as to
evolutionary models of young clusters from Angus et al. (2019). The
comparison of stellar rotational period constrains the age between
120-400 Myr. However, we remark that tidal spin-up would need to
be taken into account if present (Tejada Arevalo et al. 2021).

We used the thermal evolution model (Fortney et al. 2007) to de-
termine the core mass of this young system. As input parameters
for the isochrones in the mass-radius graph, we use the systems pa-
rameters, the luminosity and a distance from Gaia DR2 and EDR3
release, respectively. In Fig. 16, we show the isochrones in the mass
radius diagram for different core sizes and we compare the planet
TOI-2046b with Kepler-76b (Faigler et al. 2013), which has similar
parameters but is older – around 1 Gyr of age. Fig. 16 would indicate
an age below 100 Myr for our planet. However, it is more likely that
the system is older and the planet is inflated as it undergoes high in-
solation. Indeed, the mechanism of inflation is not taken into account
in the thermal model by Fortney et al. (2007) and the planet thereby
appears younger in Fig. 16 than it is from gyrochronology (120-400
Myr) and from comparison of the lithium content with stars in open
clusters (27-625 Myr).

To date, the youngest knownhot Jupiter planet isHIP 67522 b orbiting

the 17 ± 2 Myr old G1V star (Rizzuto et al. 2020). The second
youngest gas giant orbits the 20 ± 6 Myr old 51 Eri star (Macintosh
et al. 2015). Another candidate for a young exoplanetary system
hosting gas giants is HR 8799, but the range of age estimates is large,
going from 30Myr to 1.1Gyrs (Song et al. 2001; Marois et al. 2008;
Moya et al. 2010), with a most probable solution around 155 Myrs
(Sudol & Haghighipour 2012). Recently, a few more young systems
were presented in Figure 18 of Benatti et al. (2021), with ages in
the range of 100-400 Myr. However, TOI-2046 is still only one of
the handful fully characterized exoplanetary systems of such a very
young age hosting a hot Jupiter.

Finally, we would like to stress that TOI-2046b is also a good can-
didate for the measurement of the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect. This
has an expected amplitude of 80 m/s. The measurement of the spin
axis alignment for this young system may reveal more details of its
evolutionary stage.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present the detection and characterization of three
new hot Jupiters, TOI-1181b, TOI-1516b, and TOI-2046b, which
were discovered by the TESS space mission.We confirmed the plane-
tary candidates by a network of instruments installed onmid-aperture
sized telescopes using the KESPRINT consortium observing time.
Two of the newly detected systems, namely TOI-1181b and TOI-
1516b, are hot Jupiters with short orbital periods between 1.40-2.05
days, orbiting a G type subgiant star and a main sequence F type star,
respectively. TOI-2046b, orbiting a main-sequence star, is a very
young planetary system with an age between 30 and 625 Myr, mak-
ing it one of the handful known systems so young. Young systems are
extremely important for understanding the formation and evolution
of hot Jupiters and thus further studies of this planetary system, such
as an analysis of the orbital dynamics, more precise determination
of its age, and perhaps also potential detection of an exo-atmosphere
from space would be extremely important.

Finally, this paper clearly demonstrates that a network of telescopes
with mid-sized apertures with suitable instrumentation can be used
as a powerful tool for confirmation and characterization of hot Jupiter
planets. Annually, about 90-135 nights of clear weather are available
at OndřejovObservatory (Kabáth et al. 2020). Observing runs aiming
for characterization of giant planets are thus ideal targets for 2-4 m
instruments, leaving valuable telescope time at large observatories
for smaller planets.
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Figure A1. Light curves of TOI-1181 (left) and TOI-1516 (right) from the CRCAO Observatory.
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Figure A2. Light curves of the transit of TOI-1181b in different filters obtained with MUSCAT2

.

Table A1. Parameters determined from the MUSCAT2 light curve for TOI-1181.

Epoch 2458766.43048 ± 0.00054
Period 2.10319 ± 0.00001 d
Stellar density 0.32550 ± 0.00787 g/cm3
Impact parameter b < 0.28759 (99% posterior upper limit)
Radius ratio 0.08683 ± 0.00132
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Table A2. Radial velocities of TOI-1181

Date (BJD) RV (m/s) 𝜎𝑅𝑉 (𝑚/𝑠) Instrument

2458891.624504 119.2 137.2 TCES
2458891.646611 135.3 148.6 TCES
2458892.516390 244.2 106.3 TCES
2458892.538323 82.2 107.6 TCES
2458892.560290 210.4 118.0 TCES
2458913.581137 99.8 84.3 TCES
2458913.602628 127.5 65.5 TCES
2458916.594736 176.2 94.2 TCES
2458916.616264 -1.7 122.9 TCES
2458918.510222 -113.1 104.0 TCES
2458918.532270 130.4 136.5 TCES
2458923.503219 252.3 130.6 TCES
2458923.524388 246.5 83.3 TCES
2459000.453694 -13.5 96.6 TCES
2459001.510255 222.5 130.5 TCES
2459003.484689 303.2 106.1 TCES
2459006.530164 186.2 114.4 TCES
2459027.512966 83.1 68.2 TCES
2459066.549074 232.7 68.3 TCES
2459067.494285 -7.4 91.5 TCES
2459070.540453 304.1 80.3 TCES
2459094.407467 188.7 76.3 TCES
2459094.516228 221.0 113.7 TCES
2459095.456436 96.7 117.3 TCES
2459097.519515 68.9 95.2 TCES
2459098.518832 196.8 187.3 TCES
2459099.381413 -31.6 61.8 TCES
2459100.389551 438.4 77.1 TCES
2459100.585164 322.4 160.9 TCES
2459101.555221 -49.1 85.7 TCES
2459177.393867 -142.2 180.3 TCES
2459177.441483 13.1 82.7 TCES
2459179.306668 -130.3 59.4 TCES
2459179.327816 -30.9 114.0 TCES
2459180.278832 180.0 63.5 TCES
2459180.300000 208.8 114.9 TCES
2459181.281956 -113.7 122.3 TCES
2459181.303683 519.4 179.6 TCES
2459209.548487 231.2 71.8 TCES
2459209.663867 130.9 113.6 TCES
2459214.340952 82.9 79.5 TCES
2459067.574725 -89.0 72.0 OES
2459070.521985 131.0 54.0 OES
2459071.541575 38.0 70.0 OES
2459074.598145 0.0 50.0 OES
2459075.549465 182.0 57.0 OES
2459086.554015 -163.0 91.0 OES
2459100.588335 -177.0 91.0 OES
2459104.572505 -64.0 66.0 OES
2458951.925755 -136.7 32.9 Tull
2458957.885446 -21.7 27.8 Tull
2458994.903263 163.2 25.0 Tull
2459054.772528 -114.8 46.2 Tull
2459072.686735 138.7 29.8 Tull
2459073.722383 -117.1 21.6 Tull
2459090.733304 -124.8 38.8 Tull
2459091.680828 98.1 42.1 Tull
2459104.729921 115.1 55.3 Tull
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Figure A3. Amplitude spectrum as a function of the frequency (in black) where we superimposed a smoothed curve with an 11-point boxcar (in grey). The dash
blue line corresponds to the expected amplitude of the modes of 6 ppm.
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Table A3: Radial velocities of TOI-1516.

Date (BJD) RV (m/s) 𝜎𝑅𝑉 (m/s) Instrument
2459209.57482 -177 302 TCES
2459209.61444 -821 179 TCES
2459214.38049 -556 127 TCES
2459094.43088 -408 214 TCES
2459095.50450 -56 268 TCES
2459097.54374 -417 209 TCES
2459098.54208 -422 182 TCES
2459099.40184 -714 408 TCES
2459099.51834 -405 221 TCES
2459100.41467 -291 81 TCES
2459100.60848 -730 137 TCES
2459101.57987 -534 152 TCES
2459177.41747 -483 363 TCES
2459179.35048 -611 300 TCES
2459179.37221 -524 213 TCES
2459180.35372 -178 366 TCES
2459180.37488 -264 190 TCES
2459209.57482 -177 302 TCES
2459209.61444 -821 179 TCES
2459214.38049 -556 127 TCES
2458863.25393 -474 233 OES
2458864.25126 -409 180 OES
2458865.26129 -310 20 OES
2458872.34369 -1054 191 OES
2458892.27580 -604 90 OES
2458892.36445 -568 110 OES
2458892.40691 193 123 OES
2458892.63805 298 152 OES
2458898.36529 -179 130 OES
2458901.27357 -764 92 OES
2458924.32249 -867 105 OES
2458924.55897 -915 128 OES
2458925.31019 -165 43 OES
2458926.51850 -478 60 OES
2458928.30224 -1404 124 OES
2458928.47061 -626 108 OES
2458931.27899 62 155 OES
2458931.56240 347 146 OES
2458932.30872 -973 96 OES
2458932.60401 -1000 87 OES
2458936.29387 -690 138 OES
2458936.63373 -679 88 OES
2458937.28739 -184 81 OES
2458937.62028 -213 104 OES
2458942.60106 -302 115 OES
2458946.38789 -745 137 OES
2458946.63689 191 183 OES
2458956.31205 -258 109 OES
2458956.35458 -475 95 OES
2458956.58365 -588 116 OES
2458956.61892 817 183 OES
2458957.32975 -489 113 OES
2458957.37191 -649 97 OES
2458959.56920 -201 190 OES
2458960.59308 47 154 OES
2458963.55698 -1007 90 OES
2458963.59917 -461 111 OES
2458976.57060 331 163 OES

Continued on next page
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Table A3 – continued from previous page
Date (BJD) RV (m/s) 𝜎𝑅𝑉 (m/s) Instrument
2458990.55013 104 167 OES
2458992.51773 -536 187 OES
2459101.61717 -419 141 OES
2459105.57857 -419 139 OES
2459106.57426 -229 95 OES
2458824.63161 -48227 35 Tull
2458824.77300 -48406 34 Tull
2459054.89122 -48166 29 Tull
2459072.85339 -48318 28 Tull
2459073.85204 -48793 35 Tull
2459090.80845 -49031 24 Tull
2459091.79470 -48130 23 Tull
2459104.75247 -48831 42 Tull
2459114.70318 -48407 31 Tull
2459115.79221 -48704 31 Tull
2459116.89061 -48600 30 Tull
2459133.80040 -49039 36 Tull
2459134.83585 -48109 45 Tull
2459144.76502 -48426 24 Tull
2459145.76340 -48731 29 Tull
2459171.74582 -48147 11 Tull
2459191.61890 -49023 19 Tull
2459192.65273 -48237 33 Tull
2459203.59849 -49018 28 Tull

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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Table A4. Radial velocities of TOI-2046

Date (BJD) RV (m/s) 𝜎𝑅𝑉 (𝑚/𝑠) Instrument

2459099.93401 -237 10 Tull
2459099.94896 -179 22 Tull
2459099.96417 -110 23 Tull
2459100.90511 -115 26 Tull
2459100.92022 -125 21 Tull
2459100.93531 -131 40 Tull
2459114.85045 -280 15 Tull
2459115.83681 -145 57 Tull
2459116.94014 355 41 Tull
2459133.87820 -186 37 Tull
2459134.81185 377 17 Tull
2459143.73240 307 16 Tull
2459144.64706 -405 33 Tull
2459145.69545 55 24 Tull
2459170.70165 252 25 Tull
2459171.60259 -442 31 Tull
2459171.90490 -75 21 Tull
2459191.64141 346 35 Tull
2459192.71142 -264 30 Tull
2459202.61011 7 30 Tull
2459203.57473 314 18 Tull
2459203.82064 313 15 Tull
2459227.69379 346 21 Tull
2459240.67291 23 60 Tull
2459120.40138 -656 171 OES
2459160.43763 528 119 OES
2459175.51402 258 213 OES
2459184.48565 841 94 OES
2459188.46491 547 129 OES
2459242.28485 1418 102 OES
2459246.27680 607 186 OES
2459266.25817 0 85 OES
2459269.31186 887 92 OES
2459270.27897 326 132 OES
2459246.26373 -9419 335 TCES
2459266.45564 -9047 142 TCES
2459270.52201 -9147 162 TCES
2459271.30546 -8563 206 TCES
2459298.29829 -9403 102 TCES
2459299.42600 -9237 151 TCES
2459299.55290 -8613 119 TCES
2459300.29025 -9705 167 TCES
2459303.32457 -9905 138 TCES
2459303.34573 -9958 232 TCES
2459304.32230 -9414 97 TCES
2459304.34403 -9478 121 TCES
2459305.31905 -9470 103 TCES
2459305.34021 -9538 153 TCES
2459309.32588 -10303 136 TCES
2459309.34761 -10030 163 TCES
2459310.39691 -9277 291 TCES
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